
hello great bend families!
Welcome to our third week of our Spring term. It has been a 
pleasure getting to know your children over the past couple 
of weeks. It is nice to see how engaged they are through 
their Seesaw submissions. It’s also wonderful to see how 
supportive you all have been. We are off to a great start!

If you haven’t submitted any videos it’s not too late. 
Be sure to check Seesaw activities and use our helpful 
resources section of this newsletter. If you have any further 
questions, comments or concerns, please reach out!

— Your Great Bend Teaching Artists
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THIS WEEK IN SOUND SCHOLARS™:

objectives:
MUSIC STAFF: 
BAR LINES AND 
REPEATING CYCLES

• Otter Pod: Do you 
understand how 
beats travel groups 
and what the bar  
lines mean?

• Seal Pod: Do you understand how 
beats travel groups and what the bar 
lines mean? Can you conduct and 
count a 4 pattern and a 3 pattern?  
Can you demonstrate and recognize  
a repeating cycle?

• Porpoise Pod: Do you understand 
how beats travel groups and what the 
bar lines mean? Can you conduct and 
count a 4 pattern and a 3 pattern? 
Can you demonstrate and recognize a 
repeating cycle? World Music: Asia.

seesaw activities:
• Make a video showing a repeating cycle.

• Submit a Musical Show & Tell: make a 
video, draw a picture, or write about 
something musical in your life!

helpful resources:
• Student Infomation Page: 

greatbendmusic.org/students

mailto:teachers%40greatbendmusic.org%20?subject=
http://greatbendmusic.org/students


HIGHKEY KIDS™ WEEK TWO IN REVIEW: 

After an exciting week of introductions, our HighKey Kids™ classes are setting off into their various activities, 
projects, and learning opportunities.Students are beginning to acquire musical vocabulary, analyze music with 
their ears in much more detail, and explore their own creativity. Here are some highlights of this week’s classes!
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• Video Game Music: Students 
began using the Mario Paint 
Music Composer, a free 
web-based tool that helps 
them create their own video 
game music. Students had 
the opportunity to showcase 
their work in class and receive 
feedback from their teacher 
and their peers in hopes of 
sharpening their compositional 
abilities for a future project.

• Songwriting: Our class got off 
to a wild and wacky start with 
a “color poem” prompt, which 
resulted in a fun poem about 
a colorful llama trying to take 
over the world. Songwriting 
students will use these poetry 
prompts as a foundation for 
lyrics and later add pitches to 
their words in order to create 
melodies and music.

• Group Piano & Group Piano Jr: 
Our piano classes began their 
adventure into the semester 
theme of “pianos of all sorts, 
shapes, and sizes” by learning 
about (and listening to) the 
oldest piano still in existence 
(the Cristofori piano at 300+ 
years old!). Our Group Piano 
class is sharpening their scale 
and chord abilities, while the 
Group Piano Jr. class went off 
on a musical “treasure hunt”  
for notes across the keyboard.

• Ukulele: Capos and barring 
and strumming, oh my! 
Class ukulele continues to 
spiral back and deepen their 
understanding of ukulele 
concepts in this week’s 
discussion of equipment,  
parts of the ukulele, and 
strumming patterns.

helpful resources:
In celebration of Earth Day, here 
are some fantastic musical pieces 
that celebrate the diversity and 
complexity of Earth’s environment:

• Classical composer Gabriella 
Smith uses string instruments 
to imitate the underwater 
sounds of coral reefs in her 
piece “Hexacoralia”

• Listen to how DJs and electronic 
music producers sample the 
sounds of endangered birds 
on the album “A Guide to the 
Birdsong of Mexico, Central 
America & the Caribbean”

• Marvin Gaye paired his light, 
breezy Motown sounds with 
lyrics that reflect a dramatic  
and direct plea for our 
environment in “Mercy  
Mercy Me (The Ecology)”

THE OLDEST SURVIVING PIANO, ON DISPLAY AT THE MET, BY THE INVENTOR OF THE PIANO, BARTOLOMEO CRISTOFORI.
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